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Love on the rocks ain't no surprise. Pour me a drink, And I'll tell you some lies. Got nothing to lose, So you just sing the blues, all the time. Gave you my heart, Love on the Rocks (Neil Diamond song) - Wikipedia, the free . ALF Love on the Rocks (TV Episode 1990) - IMDb


Lyrics to Love On The Rocks song by SARA BAREILLES: We met on a rainy evening in the summertime Don't think I need to tell you more I needed a raise I. Love on the Rocks - Page - Interview Magazine Love on the rocks. Ain't no surprise. Pour me a drink. And I'll tell you some lies. Got nothin' to lose. So you just sing the blues all the time. Gave you my heart Love On The Rocks – Juno Records Love On The Rocks is track #8 on the album Hot August Night II. It was written by Bécaud, Gilbert / Diamond, Neil. Just pour me a drink and I'll tell you some lies. JULIE LONDON - Julie / Love on the Rocks - Amazon.com Music When she starts hanging out with Kimmy and her new boyfriend (who can't keep their hands off of each other), DJ realizes that she and Steve have really cooled .